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KANNUR "V UNIVERSITY

(Abstract)
M.Sc Statistics Programme- Scheme , Syllabus and Pattern of Question papers ( lst and llnd semester
only) under Choice Based Credit and Semester System (Outcome Based Education system- OBE ) in
Affiliated Colleges -lmplemented with effect from 2023 admissions - Orders issued.

ACADEMIC C SECTION
ACAD/ACAD C4 I 169 1.6 t2023

Read:-1. U.O No. Acad C?142912077 Dated 08.09.2020
2. U. O No. Acad CL12124612019 Dated 07.L2.?O20
3 . U.O. No. Acadlc!12\24612019 dated t6.02.2023 ,

4. U.O. No. AcadlcLl2L246l2019 dared 20.04.20?3
5. Minutes of the meeting of the CSMC & Conveners of Adhoc committee held on
15.06.2023
6. U.O. No. AcadlcLl2t246t2019 dated 09.08.2023
7. [/inutes of the Meeting of the Adhoc committee for lVSc Statastics programme held on
10.o4.2023
8. Syllabus of submitted by the Convenor, Adhoc committee for MSc Statistics programme
vide e-mail dated 11.08.2023

ORDER

1. A Curriculum Syllabus Monitoring Committee comprising the members of Syndicate was constituted for
the Syllabus revision of U G & PG Programmes in Affiliated Colleges, vide paper read (1) above and as
per the recommendation of this Committee in its meeting held on 2\.LL.2O2O, constitute a sub
Commiftee to prepare the Regulation for PG programmes in Affiliated Colleges vide paper read (2)
above.

2. As the reconstitution of Board of Studies of the University is under consideration of the Hon'ble
Chancellor, considering the exlgency of the matter, Ad hoc Committees were constituted vide paper
read (3) above, & it has been modified vide paper read (4) above to revise the Curriculum and Syllabus
of PG Programmes in Affiliated Colleges w.e.f 2023-24 academic year.

3. The combined meeting of the Curriculum Syllabus Monitoring Committee & Conveners of Ad hoc
committee held on 15.06.2023 at syndicate room discussed in detail the draft Regulation, prepared by
the Curriculum Syllabus Monitoring Committee, for the PG programmes under Choice Based Credit
and semester system to be implemented in Affiliated colleges w.e.l 2023 admission and proposed the
different phases of Syllabus revision process such as subject wise workshop , vide paper read (5) above.

4. Revised Regulation for PG programmes under Choice Based Credit and Semester System ( in OBE-
outcome Based Education system) was approved by the vice chancellor on 05.08.2023 and
implemented w.e.t 2023 admission vide paper read (6) above.

5. Subsequently, as per the paper read (7) above, the Ad hoc committee for M.Sc Statistics programme
finalized the Scheme, Syllabus and Pattern of question papers of lst & llnd semester M.Sc Statistics
programme to be implemented w.e.f 2023 admission

6. As per the paper read (8) above, the Convener, Ad hoc committee for M.Sc Statistics submitted the
finalized copy of the scheme, Syllabus and pattern of question papers of lst & llnd semester M.sc
Statistics programme for implementation w.e.f 2023 admission

T The Vice Chancellor after considering the matter in detail and in exercise of the powers ol the
Academic Council conferred under section 11(1) Chapter lll of Kannur University Act, 1996 and all other
enabling provisions read together with, accorded sanction to implement Scheme, syllabus and
Patten of Question Papers of rst & flnd semester M.sc statistics p]ogramme under choice
Based credit and Semester System ( in oBE. Outcome Based Education System) in Affiliated

Dated: 22.08.2023



CollegesundertheUniversityw.e.t20?3admission,subjecttoreporttotheAcademicCouncil.
L The Scheme, Syllabus and Pattern of question papers of ls tand llnd semester M.Sc Statistics
programme under Choice Based Credit and Semester System ( in OBE- Outcome Based Education
System) in Affiliated Colleges under the University w.e.f 2023 admission is uploaded in the University
website.
9. Orders are issued accordingly.

sd/-
Saiesh Kottambrath
Assistant Registrarl

For REGISTRAR

To: 1. Principals of Affiliated Colleges offering MSc Statistics Programme
2. Convener, Curriculum Syllabus Monitorinq Committee.
3. Convener, Ad hoc Committee for MSc Statastics Programme

Copy To: 1. The Examination Branch (Through PA to CE)
2. PS to VC / PA to PVC / PA to R/PA to F,O
3. DR / AR 1 (Acad) /All sections of Academic Branch/Computer Programmer
4. SF / DF /FC
5. lT Centre (for uploading on the website)

Forwarded / Bv Order
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PREFACE

Kannur University introduced Outcome Based Education (OBE) in the curriculum for under

graduate students in 2019. Expanding OBE to the Postgraduate cufficulum and syllabus from

the academic year 2023 onwards demonstrates the university's comntitment to further

improving the learning experience for its students across different academic levels. This move

is to enhance the academic rigour and relevance ofthe Postgraduate programmes, better

preparing the students tbr their future careers and challenges.

The syllabi of the M.Sc programme in Statistics offered in the affiliatcd collcgcs of

Kannur University under the semester system were revised in light ofthe decision ofthe

Syndicate of Kannur University, Curriculum Syllabus Monitoring Committee and the PG

Board of srudies. The Ad hoc committee (Statistics) formed by Kannur Univcrsity as per

order number AcadlCIl2124612019 dated, 1610212023 has prepared the revised

curriculum and syllabus lor M.Sc Statistics programl'ne Io be implemented frorr 2023

adrnission onwards.

The Ad hoc Committee acknowledges the support of Dr. M. Kumaran, Retired Principal and

former HoD of Statistics, Nehru Arts and Science College Kanhangad, Dr. K Radhakrishnan

Nair, Principal, Sree Narayana College Periye and Prof. (Dr. ) C Baburaj, Principal, Govr.

Brennan College Thalassery as experts and teachers of affiliated colleges who participated in

the workshops held on l" July 2023 and 7th July 2023.

The Ad hoc Committee for Revision of M.Sc Statistics Curriculum/Svllabus for the

ac ad,emic Y e ar 2023 -24 :

l. Dr. Rekha P (Convenor), Assistant Professor,

Department of Statistics, Nehru Arts and Science College Kanhangad.

2. Shyma S G, Associate Professor,

Department of Statistics, Govemment Afts College, Kozhikode.
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3. Sabu P. J. Assistant Professor.

Dcpartment of Statistics, Govemment Brennen Collcge, Thalasscry, Kannur.

4. Dr. Rejeesh C. John, Associate Professor,

Depaftment of Statistics, Nirmalagiri College, Kuthuparamba, Kannur

5. Dr. Girish V, Assistant Prot'essor,

Depafiment of Statistics, NAM College, Kallikkandy, Kannur.

6. Suresh Kumar R, Assistant Professor,

Depaftment of Statistics, Govemment College Kasaragod.

7. Dr. Girish Babu M, Assistant Professor, Deparhnent of Statistics,

CHMKM Govclnment Alts & Scicncc Collegc. Koduvally, Kozhikodc.

8. Dr. Scbastian Gcorge, Associate Professor. Dcpaftnlcnt of Statistical Scicnccs,

Mangattuparamba Carlpus, Kannur Universiry.
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1. Mission Statements:

To produce and disseminate new knowledge and to find novel avenues for application

of such knowledge.

To adopt critical pedagogic practices which uphold scientific temper, the

uncompromised spirit of enquiry and the right to dissent.

To uphold democratic, multicultural, secular, environmental and gender sensitive.

values as the foundational principles ofhigher education and to cater to the modemt

notions ofequity, socialjustice and merit in all educational endeavours.

To affiliate colleges and other institutions ofhigher learning and to monitor academic,

ethical, administrative and infrastructural standards in such institutions.

To buitd stronger community networks based on the values and principles ofhigher

education and to ensure the region's intellectual integration with national vision and

intemational smndards.

To associate with the local self-goveming bodies and other statutory as well as non-

govemmental organizations for continuing education and also for building public

awareness on important social, cultural and other policy issues.

2. Outcome Based Education (OBE)

Outcome based education is an educational methodology where cacl't aspect ofeducation is

organized alound a sct of goals (outcomcs). Students should achieve thcir goal by thc cnd

of the educational process. Throughout the cducational experience, a1l stude[ts sl.rould be

able to achieve thcir goals. It tbcuses on measuriirg student perfbn.nancc through outcomes.
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The OBE model aims to maximize student leaming outcomes by developing their

knowledge and skills.

The key to success in outcome-based education is clarity, tbr botlr teachcrs and studcnts to

uuderstand what's expected of them. Outcome-based education airns to create a clear

expectation of results that students must achieve. Here, the outcome includes skills,

knowledge and attirude. In addition to understanding what's expccted, outcome-based

education also encourages transparency. The basic principle of outconre-based education is

that students must meet a specitic standard to gladuate. Hence, no curue grading is used in

olrtcomc-based cducation and instead, teachers arc fi'ee to cxperinrcnt with any

methodology thcy feel is best.

3. Programme: Programme means a programme of study comprising of Core Course,

Elective Coursc, Open Course and MOOC.o.,rr.'r. applicable.

4. Post Graduate Programme in Statistics

(Syllabus under KUCBCSSPG 2023 (OBE))

Master of Science in Statistics is a Post Graduate level prograrrme that

cmphasizes both theory and modem applications of Statistics and is structurcd to

provide knowledge and skills in depth necessary for the employability of students in

industry, other organizations, as well as in academics. The program consists of a

comprehensive curriculum that includes a conrbination of core courses, elective

courses and an extensivc computer training of data analysis including standard

software packages such as R. PYTHON and SAS etc. The independent project work is

one of the important components of this pl'ogram.
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5. Duration of the Programme: The duration of M.Sc Statistics Programme shall be four

semesters with 18 weeks in a semester consisting of 90 working days including

examination days distributed over a period of two academic years in compliance with

hours of instruction stipulated by UGC.

6. Eligibility for Admission: Candidates who have successfully completed any of the

following thlee degree progmmmes are eligible for admission to M.Sc Statistics

Programme, as per the cxisting Univelsity/Government ordcrs.

o B.Sc. Degree with Statistics or Applied Statistics as the Core Course

(Main) with not less than 50% marks or equivalent grade excluding

subsidiaries /complementary.

o B.Sc Degree with Statistics and Mathernatics double rnain and B.Sc.

Degree rvith Mathematics as Core Course (Main) and Statistics as one of

the complemcntary Courses (Subsidiary) witlr not less than 55% marks

or equivalent grade-

The index score for preparing the rank list shall be calculated on the basis of the

rnarks/grade points of Main (Core Courses) and Subsidiaries (Complementary

courses) scored by the candidates in the B. Sc degree programme. A weightage of

6%o shall be added to the third index mark of B.Sc. Statistics degree holders

before computing the final index.

7. Programme Outcomes (POs): Program outcomes can be defined as the objectives

achieved at the end ofany spccialization or discipline. Thcse attributes are mapped while a

student is doing graduation and determined when they get a degree.

Po l: Advanced Knowledge and skills: Post graduate courses aim to provide students

with in-dcpth knowlcdgc and advanced skills rclated to their chosen field. The best
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outcome would be to acquire a comprehensive understanding ofthe subject matter and

develop specialized expertise.

PO 2: Research and Analytical Abilities: Postgraduate prograrns often emphasize

research and analytical thinking. The abiliry to conduct indepcndent research, analyze

complex problems, and propose innovative solutions is highly valued.

PO 3: Critical Thinking and Problem-Soh'ing Skills: Developing critical tliinking

skills is crucial for postgraduate students. Being able to evaluate information critically,

identify patterns and solve problems creatively are important outcomes ofthese

programs.

PO 4: Effective Communication Skills: Strong comn.runicatiou skills, both written and

verbal are essentiaI in various professional settings. Post graduate programs should

focus on enhancing communication abilities to ef-fectively convey ideas, prcsent

research findings and engage in academic discussions.

PO 5: Ethical and Professional Standards: Graduates should uphold ethical and

professional standards relevant to their field. Understanding and adhering to

professional ethics and practices are important outcomes of postgraduate education.

PO 6: Career Readiness: Postgraduate prograrns should equip students with the

necessary skills and knowledge to succeed in their chosen careers. This includes

practical skills, industry-specific knowledge and an understanding ofthejob market

and its lequirements.

PO7: Netrvorking and Collaboration: Building a professional network and

collaborating with pcers and expcrts in the field are valuablc outcomes. These

connections can lead to opportunities for research collaborations, intemships and

employment prospects.
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PO 8: Lifelong Learning: Postgraduate education should instil a passion for lit'elong

leaming. The ability to adapt to new developments in the fleld. pursue further

education and stay updated with ernerging trends is a desirable outcome.

8. Programme Specific Outcomes (PSOs): Program Specific Outcornes can be defined as

the objectives achieved at the end of successful completion of the MSc Statistics

programme.

PSO - l: Undcrstand theoretical aspects ofvarious statistical merhods and its

applications.

PSO - 2: Acquire the working knowledge ofhandling large data sets and carry out data

analysis using various statistical sof'tware and programming languages.

PSO -3: Expertise to use databases and make rneaningful interpretations ofthe results.

PSO -4: Communicate effectively conrplex statistical ideas to people working in diverse

spheres of academics and organizational set ups.

PSO - 5: Make unique contribution for the development ofdiscipline by addressing

complex and challenging problenrs in emerging areas ofthe disciptine.

PSO--6: Get rvide range ofjob opportunities in industry as well as in govemment sector.

PSO - 7: Continue to acquire relevant knowledge and skills appropriate to professional

activities and dernonstrate highest standards of ethical issues in statistical

sclences.

PSo - 8: crcate awareness to bccone an cnlightencd citizen rvith commitmcnt to delivcr

one's responsibilities within the scope ofbestowed rights and privileges.

PSo -9: Enable to conduct starisrical survcy and preparing the tools for the analysis and

interprctation of the data



9. Course Outcomes (COs): Course outcornes are the objectives that are achieved at the end

of any semester/year. For instance, if a student is studying a particular course, then, the

outcomes would be concluded on the basis of the mar*s or grades achieved in thcory and

practical lessons. The COs are set at the beginning ofthe srudy ofeach course.

10. Automated Question Bank S-vstem

Thc evaluation proccss shall be based on the revised Bloom's Taxonomy. Hence the

syllabus shall be tleilned and designed in vie*, of the scheme of the said taxonomy.

11. Structure ofthe Programme: The total credits for the programme is 80. Core

courses have a total credit of64, elective have12 credits and an open elective has 4

credits. Core coume is a coufsc that cvery student admitted to the programmc must

successfully completes to receive the degree and cannot be substituted by any other

course. An elective Course is a Course which can be substituted by an equivalent

course from the subject. The Programme includes l6 Core Courses,3 Elective

Courses and an open elective course. Each semester carries 20 credits each.

11.1 Core Course: Core course means a compulsory course in a subject related to a particular

postgraduatc pncgramme. The M.Sc Statistics Programme includes 16 Core Courses including

theory courses, practicals, project evaluation and viva voce.

11.2, Elective Course: Elective course means an optional course to be selected by a student

out of such courses off'ered in the same Department.

11.3. Open Elective Course (Multidisciplinary): Open electivc course means an elective

course which is available lor students ofall tlepartments including students ofthe same

departrnent. Students ofother deparlments lray opt for these courses subject to fulfilling

eligibility criteria as laid down by the departmcnt offcring thc coursc.
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12. CREDIT AND MARK DISTRIBUTION FOR l{.Sc STATISTICS

Semcstcr Course

Code

Course llarks

Credit

I

Intcrnal External Totrl

MSSTAOICOI Coursc l. I t5 15 -1

MSSTAOICO2 Clourse l. 2 l5 60 75 -l

MSSTAO I C'03 Course l. 3 t5 60 75 rl

MSSTAO ICO4 Course I . 4 t5 60 75 -1

MSSTAO I CO5 Coursc l. 5 l5 60 15 1

Total 75 300 375 20

II

MSSTA02CO6 Course 2. I l5 60 75 -+

MSSTAO2COT Coursc 2.2 t5 60 15 I
MSSTA02CO8 Course 2. 3 t5 60 75 I
MSSTAO2CO9 Course 2. 4 l5 60 15 1

MSSTAO2C IO Coursc 2. 5 i5 60 75 4

Total 75 300 375 20

Iil

MSSTAO3CI I Course 3. I l5 60 75 .+

MSSTAO3CI2 Coune 3. 2 l5 6i) 75 4

MSSTAO3EO I Course3. 3 l5 60 75 -+

MSSTAO3OOI Course 3. 4 l5 60 75 -l

MSSTAO3C I3 Course 3. 5 l5 60 4

'f ota I 75 .r00 37s 20

IV

MSSTAO4EO2 Course 4. I l5 60 75 4

MSSTAO4E03 Course 4. 2 l5 60 75 I
MSSTAO4CI4 Course 4. 3 l5 60 75 1

MSSTAO4CI5 Course 4. 4 t0 100 120 6

MSSTAO4C I6 Coulse 4. -5 l0 20 30 2

Total 75 -10n 375 2t)

Grrnd Total 300 1200 l s00 80
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Course

Code

Course'[itle Hours per

Week

Cre dits Marks

I Semester (Total Credits: 20)

MSSTAOICOI Measure and Probability 5 1 75

MSSTAOICO2 Mathematical Methods for Statistics 5 4 15

MSSTAOIC03 Drstribution Theory ) 4 't5

MSSTAO ICO4 Sampling Methods and Applications 5 .l 15

MSSTAOICO5 Data Aralytics Using R J (Practical) 5 4

II Semester (Total Credits: 20)

MSSTA02CO6 ) 4 75

MSSTAO2COT Estimation Theory 5 ,1 75

MSSTAO2COs 5 I 75

MSSTAO2C09 Design and Analysis olExperiments 5 -t 75

MSSTAO2CIO Data Analytics Using R - II (Practical) 5 4 75

III Sentester (Total Credits: 20)

MSSTA03C I I Multivariate Analysis 5 I '75

MSSTAO3C I2 Tcsting of Hypotheses 5 4 75

MSSTAO3EOI Elective -l 5 I 75

MSSTAO3OOI Open Elcctivc (Multi Disciptinary) 5 4 75

MSSTAO3C I3 Data Analytics Using Python (Practical) 5 4 75

IV Semester (Total Credits:20)

M SSTAO.IEO2 Elective - II I 75

MSSTAO4E03 Elective-III ) 4 75

MSSTAO4CI4 Data Analytics Using SAS (Practical) 5 4 75

MSSTAO4C 1 5 Projcct Wotk l0 (r 120

MSSTAO4CI6 Viva Voce 0 ) 30

t2

Stochastic Processes

Regression Methods

)



13. Course Evaluation:

The evaluation scheme for each couse shall contain two parts

( I ) Continuous Evaluation (CE)

(2) End Semester Evaluation (ESE)

20 % weightage shall be given to the Continuous Evaluation (CE) and 80% weightage shatl be

for the End Semester Evaluation (ESE)

13. I Continuous Evaluation (CE):

20 % of the total marks in each course are for continuous assessment. The continuous

cvaluation shall be based on a pre determined transparent systcm. The cornponent wise

division of the 20 % CE mark is as follows.

l3.l.l Components of CE (Theory)

13.1.2 Components of CE (Practical)

Component %o of Intemal Marks

il Two Test Papers 60

b Lab skill l0

c Record 20

Component % of Intemal Marks

a Trvo Test Papers 40

b Assignment

C Seminar 20

d Viva Voce 20
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13.2 End Semester Evaluation (ESE): The End Semester Evaluation in Core courses

and Elective Courses shall be made based on examinations for each course

conducted by Controller of Examinations, as per the common noms under

the PG Rcgulation (KUCBCSS-PG 2023).

13. 2. I Components of ESE (Practical)

Component 7o of marks

a Theories and Concepts 40

b Utilizing computational methods to

find solutions.

40

c Conclusion/Interpretation 2t)

The End Semester Evaluation in practical courses shall be conducted by

two cxaminers (one intcmal and one external) appointed by the University.

Candidate shall be permitled to appear for the ESE of a Practical Course

only i/'she/he has subntitted the Record certified b1' the concerned Head of

the Depat'tment.

13. 2. 2 Evaluation process using Revised Bloom's Taxonomy

There are six levels of cognitive learning according to the revised version of

Bloom's Taxonomy. Each level is conceptually different. The six levels are

remenrbering, understanding, applying, analysing, evaluating and creating.

These levels carl be helpful in developing learning outcomes.

(i) llernernber: Definition: retrieve, rccall or recognize relcvant knowlcdgc from

long-term lnernory. Appropriate leaming outcome verbs for this level

incltde: citc.define,describe,identifi',label,list,mutclt,tnnte,outline'qttote,rec

a I l, repo rt, rep rod tte, rel ri eve,s h ov',s late, I a b u I o te, o nd te I l -

l.l



(ii) Understand: Definition: demonstrate comprehension tkough one or more

fomrs of explanation. Appropriate leaming outcome verbs for this level

include: abstract,arange,articulate,associdte,categorize,clariJi,classiJj,,c

onlpare,cottlpule,conclude,contra.rt,defend,diagratn,dillerentiate,discttss,di

slitlguish,estim(tte,exentplify,explaitt,eltend,extrapolate,generalize,give

examples of, illustrate, infer, interpolate, i,tetpret, match, outline,

paraphrase, predict, rearrange, reorder, rephrase, represent, restate,

s u m ma r ize, tran sfo r m and translate.

(iii) Applv: Definition: Use information or a skill in a new situation Appropriate

leaming outcome verb for this level include: apply, calculate, carn) out,

classi.f),, somp1.te, compute, demonstrale, drumatize, employ, exanine,

execule, experiment generalize, illustrate, implement, infer, interpret,

manipulate, modifi, 6pst 61s, orgcmize, outline, predicl, solve, transfer,

translate and use.

(iv) Analyze: Definition: break material into its constituent parts and determine

how the parts relate to one another and./or to an overall struchlre or

purpose Appropriate leaming outcome verbs for this level

incllde: analyse, arangq break dou,n, categorize, classiJy, compare,

connecl, contrast, deconstruct, detect, diagram, differentiale,

discriminate, distinguish, divide, explain, identify, integ.ate, inventotlt,

order, orgcutize, relate, separate ttnd structure.

(\') F:,\,lrluate: Deflnition: rnake judgments based on criteria and standards

Appropriate learning outcome verbs for this level include.. appraise,

apprise, argtte, ossess, compare, c.onclude, consider, conlrast, convince,

criticize, criti(lue, decide, determine, discriminate, et'aluate, grade,
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judge, justifv, meosure, rank, rate, recommend, reyiew, score, select,

standardize, supporl, test and validate-

(r'i) Create: Definitions: put elements togerher to lonn a new coherent or

functional whole; reorganize elements into a new pattern or structure.

Appropriate leaming outcome verbs for this level

include: arronge,assemble,build,collect,combine,compile,compose,const

itute,constntcl,ct'eate,des ign,develop,devise,formulate,generate,hypothes

ize,integrate,invenl,make,nrunage,nndiJjt,svgslli2s,pe{brm,plan,prepare

,produce,propose,reorrange,reconstracl,reorgonize,revise,rewrite,specif

y,svnt hesize, a nd w ite.

l,l. Question Paper Pattern

The pattern ofquestion papers lor theory papers wilI be as follows

Part

Marks of

each

question

Total

Marks

Number of

questions to

be answered

Number of

questions in the

question paper

Type of questions

( Level -Revised

Bloom's Taxonomy )

3 l5 5 6 I . Remember

2. Understand

B 6 lfi i) 5. Evaluate

6. Create

C 9 27 _l ) 3

4

App Iv

Analyze

Total 6(l ll 16

16



Distribution of Questions

Units Unit I Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit 4

Number of

Questions
1 4 1 I

Thc distribution ol questions rrill be as lbllorrs

15. Nlinimunr Grade lbr a Pass:

A candidate securing not less than 40%o ofaggregate marks of a course with not less

than 40oh in End Sernester Evaluation(ESE )shall be declared to have passed in that

course. A minimum of grade point 4with letter grade E is needed tbr the successful

completion of a course. The candidates who fail in thcory unit shall reappear for

theory unit only, and the marks secured by ther.n in practical unit, ifpassed in

practicals, will be retained. A candidate who fails to secure a mininrum for a pass in a

coursc will be permitted to writc the same examination along with the next batch. For

the successful completion ofa senrester, a candidate should pass all courses.
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Svllabi of Courses Olfered in Semester I

I\{SSTA0l C0f -Measure and Probabilit-r (4 Credits )

Course Outcomes:

CO l: Understand the concepts of Sigma field, Borel field arrd different types ofmeasures.

CO2: Undelstand thc concept of mcasurable fi.rnction and distribution function.

C03: Understand the concept ofbasic inequalities, characteristic function and its properties

C04: Understand Lebesgue integration and its properties.

Unit I : Class of sets, fields and sigma tields, Borel class and Borel tlelds in one and higher

dimensions. Limits ofsequencc ofscts. monotone scquence ofsets. Set fllnction. additive

and sub-additive set functious. Measure, axioms ofureasute, lneasure space, differellt types

ol measures-Counting measure, probability lreasure! properlies, probability space,

continuity tlleoreln, extcnsion of probability mcasurc, Caratheodory extension theorem(*),

Lebesgue- Stieldes nreasure. Product space and product l.neasure, Fubini's theorem (*),

Conditional probability measure and independence ofevents. (24 marks)

Unit 2: Measurable function, Random variables, sitnple, non-negative and arbitrary random

variables. Inverse function and properties. Sequence ofrandom l'ariables and limit.

Distribution flinction, decomposition ofdistribution functiotl, vector valued random variablcs

and its distribution function, induced probability space ofa random variable. (24 rnarks)

Unit 3: Inequalities involving moments-Holder and Jensen inequalities, Cr-inequality, basic

inequality, Markov inequality, Liapounov's incquality. [ndependcnce of events, classcs of

events, Independence ofrandont variables, Koltnogorov's 0-l law, Borel Cantelli Lemtr,la.

Characteristic t'unction -definition, propetties, Inversion theorem, characteristic function and

molnents, Taylor's series for characteristic t'unctions, Bochner's theorem (*). (24 marks)
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Unit 4: Lebesgue integration and properties (*), Monotone convergence theorem,

Fatou'slemma (*), Dominated convergence theorem, Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral, Expectation

as Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral. Absolute continuity of a measure with respect to another

measure, Radon-Nikodyn theorern (*) and its applications. Lebesgue decomposition theorem.

(2i marks)

* Without prooJ'

Book for Study

1. Basu, A. K. (1999). Measure Theory and probability, Prentice Hall .of India, pvt. Lt. ,

New Delhi

2. Bhat B. R. (2014) Modem Probability theory (An introductory text book), Fourth

edition, New Age Intemational

Books for Rel'erence:

l. Jain, P. K & Gupta. (2011). Lebesgue Measure and tntegrarion, New Age Intemational

2. Rao, C. R (2002). Linear Statistical Inference and its Applications, Jol.n Wley & Sons.

3. Billingsley, P. (1995). Probability and Measure,3rdEd. , John Wiley, New york

4. Chung, K. L. (2001). A Course in Probability Theory, Third Ed. , Academic press,

London

5. Gut, Allan (2005),Probability: A Graduate Course. Springer, New york

6. Laha R. G. and Rohatgi V. K. (1979) Probability rheory, John Wiley.

7. Loeve M. (1977) Probabiliry Theory, Fourth edition, Springer-Verlag.

8. Rohatgi V. K. and SalehM. (2015) An introduction to probability and Statisrics, Third

edition,Wiley.
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1{SSTA0l C02-Nlathematical Nlethods for Statistics (4 Credits)

Coursc Outcomes:

CO l: Understand the concepts and solve problems of limits and continuity offunctions.

CO 2: Learn real valued functions and Riemann Stieltjes integral.

CO 3: Undelstand the ideas ofvector spaces and linear translonnations.

CO 4: Handle various types of matrix and its applications.

CO 5: Do calculations to regarding the inverse, eigen values and eigen vectors of matrices.

CO 6: Undcrstand the concepts ofquadratic forms and its application.

Unit I : Sequence and series. continuity and differentiability of functions of single and se'i,eral

variables, Lagrangian multiplier method of optimization, Uniform continuity, Sequence of

frrnctions and uniform convergence, Reimann -Steltjes integrals and propcniss. (24 marks)

Unit 2: Linear vector space and sub spaces. dependence and independence, basis and

dimensions, orthogonal vectors, orthogonal basis, Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation, linear

transformation and orthogonal transformation, Linear equations, solution of system of linear

equations, Rank and inverse of a matrix. Partition of a Matrix, Inverse of a partitioned matrix,

Generalized inverse and its properties. Reflexive g-inverse. Properties of M-P g-invcrsc,

Computation of g inr,erse and M-P g inverse. (24 marks)

Unit3: Matrices with special structures: Diagonal, triangular, sylmetric, skew symmetric,

hcnnitian, skew hermitian, ollhogonal, idcnrpotcnt, Nilpotent and unitary matrices. Eigen

values, Rank-Nullity theorern, characteristic roots and vectors, Cayley- Hamilton theorem,

minimal polynorrial, characteristic subspace of a matrix, Characteristic roots of some special

types of matrices, Algebraic and geornetric multiplicity of a characteristic root, Diagonal

forms, triangular fomrs, Jordan canonical forrn, sinrilarity and spectral decomposition of real

symmetric matrices. (24 marks)
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Unit 4: Quadratic fbrms, rank and signature, Inner product, positive definite and non negative

dehnite matrices, classification of quadratic forms, Reduction of quadratic forms: canonical

and orthogonal reduction. Derivative of quadratic fonns. Similarity and spectral

decornposition of real symmetric matrices. (21 marks)

Books for Study:

l. Mathai, A. M. Lirear Algebra Pan I, II & III, Centre for Mathematical Sciences

2. S. C Malik and Savitha Arora, Mathematical Analysis

3. Stephcn H. Friedberg, Arnold J. Insel, Lincar Algebra,4th edition

Books for Reference:

l. Biswas, S. lntroduction to the theory of Matrices

2. Shanti Narayanan,Text book of Matrices

3. Bapat, R' B. (201l). Linear Algebra and Linear Models. Springer and Hindustan Book
Agency.

4. Bartle, R. G. ,& Sherbert, D. R. (2000). rntt'otlu(.tion to reul unult'sis. John wilcy & Sons.
luc-

5. cilbert Strang (20t4) Linear Algebra and its Applications. i 5th Re-printing edition,

Cengage Learning.

6. Hoffrnan K. a.d Kunze R. (2014) Linear Algebra, Second edirion, phi Learning.

7. Pringle & Rayner,M. . Generalised inverse of matrices with application to

Statistics, Griffi n, Londons

8. Rao A. R and Bhimasankarirm p (2002) Linear Algebra, Second edition, Springer

9. Rudin,w. (1976). Principk'-s of- ntuthemat itur ttnurvsis (vol. 3). New york: Mc Gr.aw-h I.

10. Searle, S. R. and Khuri,A. I. (2017). Matrix Algebra Usefur for Statistics, 2nd Ed. ,

JohnWiley, New York.

I l. Trench W. F. (2012). lntroduceion to Real Analysis, E_book.

12. Yau, D. (2013). A First Course in Analysis,Wor.ld Scientific
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MSSTA0IC03 - Distribution Theory (4 Credits)

Course Outcomes:

CO l: Understand the conccpts such as pgf, convolution, factorial lnomenls etc.

CO 2: Understand the concepts oftruncation and censoring of distributions.

CO 3: Understand the concepts and problems related sarnpling distributions.

CO 4: Understand the different modes ofconvergencc and the rclations between tllem.

CO 5: Undcrstand the laws oflarge numbers and central limit theorerns.

CO 6: Understand the concept oforder statistics and the distributiotls olorder statistics

Unitl: Discrete distributions: pgf, convolution, distribution ofrandom sum ofrandom

variables, f-actorial rnoments, simple properties and applications of the following

distributions- Power series, Logarithmic serics and thcir par-ticular cases, multinornial, hyper'

geornetric. Generation ofrandom samples frorn various distributions (21 marks)

Unit 2: Continuous distributions: Pareto, Lognormal, Logistic, Weibull and Laplace

distributions; Conyolution of distributions, compound and mixture distributions, functions of

random variables, random vectors and transformations, censoring and lruncation of

distributions. Sampting distributions: Joint distributions of mean and variance from normal

population, Chi-squarc, t and F distributions (central and non-central without derivation) and

their properties and applications. (24 rnarks)

Unit 3: Different modes ofconvergence- convergence in probability, almost sure

convergence, convcrgence in rth mean, convcrgence in distribution, relationships among

different fomrs of convergence, slutsky's theol'em, Helly Bray theorem and Helly Bray

lemma (statements only),Continuity theorem joint characteristic functions - applications.

Infinitely divisible distributions, Definition, elementary propefties and examples, Conditional

expectation and properties. (24 rnarks)
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Unit 4: Law of large numbers (LLN), WLLN and SllN-Khinchin's weak law of large

numbers, Kolmogrov's strong law of large numbers I and II (+), Kolmogorov's three series

theorem (*), Law of iterated logarithm and Glivenko {antelli Lemma (Concepts and

statelnents only), Central Limit theorern (CLT)- CLT as a generalization of law of large

numbers, Lindberg -Levy form, Liapounov's form (*), Lindberg-Feller ibrm (*). Standard

errors of means (Conccpt only), moments and that of a function of statistics in large samples.

Order statistics, the distributions and properties, asymptotic distribution of sample median and

range. (24 marks)

al{ilhout ProoJ-

Books for Study

l. Balakrishnan, N. & Rao, C. R. (2003). Handbook of Statistics, Vol. XVI, Elsevier.

2. Johnson, Kotz and Balakrishnan. (2000). Distributions in Statistics, Vol. I , 2 &

3, JohnWiley.

3. Rohatgi, V. K. (1976). An Introduction to probability Theory and Mathematical

Statistics, John Wiley & Sons.

Books for Reference

l. Kendalt, M. G and Stuarr, A. (1977). The Advanced Theory of Statistics, Vol. l,

2. Ord,, J. K. Families of frequency distributions, Charles Criffin & Co.

3. Rao, C. R (2002). Linear Statistical hference and its Apptications, John Wley & Sons.

4. Karian, Z. A & Dudervicz, E. J. (2010). Fitting of Statistical distributions with R, Crc

Press



MSSTA0IC04- Sampling Methods and Applications (4 Credits)

Course Outcomes:

CO l:Understand the concepts ofprobability and non-probability sampling.

CO 2:Understand different sampling procedures.

CO3: Understand the estimation methods of the population parameters for attributes and

variables.

CO 4: Understand various scheme of sampling with varying probabilities

CO 5: Understand the use of auxiliary information for the estimation of population

paranreters.

Unitl: Planning and execution of survcy sampling-Sarnpling and non sampling errors,

SRSWOR and SRSWR- Estimation of population mean and variance. estimation oltheir

standard errors, estirnation ofpopulation proportion and sample size. Quota sanrpling,

systematic sampling-method ofselection, estimation ofpopulation mean and variance,

comparison of systcmatic sampling with SRS. (24 marts)

Unit 2: Stratified sampling- Estimation ofpopulation mean and variance, proportional,

Neyman's and optimum allocations, comparison of stratified sampling with srs and systematic

sampling.

Cluster sampling- with equal and unequal cluster size, estimation oftheir mean and variance.

Two stage sampling rvith cqual first stage units, estimation of its mean and variance. Concept

of double sampling. Multistage and multiphase sampling. (24 marks)

Unit -1: Sampling with varying probabilities- pps sampling with and without replacctncnt.

Midzuno scheme of sampling, ordered and uuordered estimators- Desraj's ordered estilnator.

Horvitz-Thompson and Yates-Grundy estimators. Murthy's unordered estimator. (2 I nlarks)
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Unit 4: Ratio and regression estimators, bias ofratio estimatof, approximate variance of ratio

estimator, comparison ofratio estirnator with mean per unit, unbiased ratio estimator. Linear

regression estimator, bias ofregression estirnator, approxirrate variance ofregression

estimato[, cornparison of regression estilnator tvith mean per unit and ratio estimator. Ratio

and regression estimation in stratified sarnpling. Gibbs sampling. (24 marks)

Books for Study

l. Cochran,W. G. (1992). Sampling Techniques, Wiley Eastern, New York

2. Desraj. (1979). Sampling Theory,Tata Mc Graw Hill

3. Singh, D and Chowdhary, F. S. (1986). Theory and Analysis of Sarnple Survey

Designs, New Age Intemational, New Delhi.

Books for Reference

I . Hansen, Hurwitz & Madow. ( I 993). Sample Survey Methods and Theory

2. Murthy, M. N. Samptirg Theory and Methods

3. Som, K. S. & Som, R. K. (1976). Pracrical sampling techniques, CrcPress

4. Gupta and Kapoor (2010). Fundamentals of Applied Statistics. Sulthan Chand &

Sous.

5. Parimal Mukopadhyay. (2008). Theory & methods ofsurvey sarnpling, prentice

Hall of India, Ncw Delhi.
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\'ISSTA0I C05 - Data Analvtics using R -I (Practical)

Course Outcomes:

CO 1: Understand how to read data, data f'rame, data types, loops, matrix operations and

simultaneous equation solving.

CO 2: Draw high-end graphs using valious graphical parameters.

C03: Cornpute descriptive statistics and fit simple models.

CO4: Define, Calculate, Implement Probability and Probability Distributions to solve a

wide variety of problems.

CO 5: Compute inverse, g-inverse. M-P inverse of rnatrix and solve systetn of linear

equations.

CO 6: Leam to determine sample size in various sampling schemes.

CO 7: Learn to select sarnples and estimate population parametels using different type of

sampling methods.

Unit 1: R language Essentials: Expressions and objects, Assignments, creating vectors,

vectorised arithmetic, creating matrices, operations on matrices, lists, data frames -

creation, indexing, sorting and conditional selection; examples. R Programming: conditional

statements - if and if else; loops - for, while, do-while; functions - built-in and user defined;

Data entry - reading from text file, data editor; examples. Descriptive Statistics and Graphics:

Obtaining summary statistics; generating tables; Bar plots, Pie charts, Box plots, Histogram;

exercises. (20 marks)

unit 2r Distribution Theory- Plotting of probability distributions and sampling distributions, P-

P plot, Q-Q Plot. Simulation of random numbers. Fitting of discrete and continuous

distributions. Chi Square goodness of fit. lm and glm functions. Analysis of variance using lm

function. Test for correlation and regression coefficients. (20 rnarks)
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Unit 3: Calculation of rank and determinant of higher order matrix and powers of a matrix.

Determine equivalent canonical form by using elementary row and column operations.

Calculation of inverses of symmetric matrices of higher order by partitioning method.

Calculation of lnverse, Moore-Penrose inverse and g-inverse. Calculation of eigen values and

eigen vectors. Solution of simultaneous system of equations. Spectral decomposition.

(20 marks)

Unit 4: Sampling theory-lmplementation of numerical problems using R. Use of statistical

packages in survey sampling. Computations using the survey package. Use of other related

packages in sampling theory. Writing user defined functions for various computations in

sampling theory and using different sampling methods. (20 rnarks)

Book Ibr Study:

I . Introductory Statistics with R by Peter Dalgaard, Springer. 2nd edition, 2008. Johnson,

2. Rizzo, M. L. (2007). Statistical Computing with R, CRC Press

3. Bruce, P. and Bruce, A. (2017). Practical Statistics for Data Scientists, O,Reilly Media.

Books for Reference:

1. An Introduction to R by W. N. Venables, D. M. Smith and the R Core Team

2. Norman Matlof'f (201l) The Art of R Programming - A Tour of Statistical Software

Design, No Starch Prcss, San Francisco

3. Crawley, M,J. (2012). The R Book, 2nd Edition. John Wiley & Sons.

Practical is to be done using computer. The question paper for the external exarnination will

be set by the external examiners in consultation with the chairman. The practical will be

valued on the same day the exarnination is caried out and the mark sheet witt be given to the

chaiman on the same day.
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Svllabi of Courses Offered in Seme ster II

N'lSSTA02C06 - Stochastic Processes (4 Credits)

Course 0utcomes:

COl: Understand the concepts of Stochastic processes and conceive the concepts oi

Markov chains, classification of its states and limiting probabilities.

CO 2: Understand the concept ofrandom walk process and branchiug process.

CO 3: Understand continuous time Markov chains, Poisson processes and its

generalizations.

CO 4: Understand various queuing models and the concept ofrenewal process.

Unit I : lntroduction to Stochastic Processes, time and state space, classificalion of stochastic

Processes with examples, Processes with stationary independent increments, Weak and

strong stationary processes, Markov Processes, Martingales, Wiener Processes, Gaussian

Processes (definitions and examples). Markov Chains, transition probabilities, stationary

transition probabilities, transition probability matrix, n-step transition probabilities,

Chapman Kolmogorov equations, classification of states, ergodic chains, stationary

distributions, absorption probabilities, occupation times. (24 marks)

Unit 2: Random walk and gambler's ruin problem, Branching processes- discrete time

branching processes, offspring distribution and probability of extinction. (21 Inarks)
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Unit 3: Continuous time discrete state space Markov processes, Chapman Kolmogorov

equations, Poisson processes, compoutd Poisson processes, pure birth process, Yule process,

birth and death processes, Kolmogorov fonvard and backward differential equations.

(24 marks)

Unit 4: Introduction to queueing theory, characteristics of queueing processes, Markovian

queueing models. steady state solutions of the M,M/l model, waiting tirne distributions,

Little's fonnula, M/lW 1 queues with limited waiting space, M,/M/c queueing models. Renewal

processes, renewal equation, renewal theorems (continuous case only), delayed renewal

process. (24 marks)

Books for Studv:

l. Medhi, J. (2009). Stochastic Processes, New Age lnternational

2. Karlin, S & Taylor, H. E. (1975). A First Course in Stochastic Processes, Acatlemic press

Books for Reference;

l. Ross, S. M. (2008). Stochastic Processes,Wiley India Pvt. Ltd.

2. Cinlar. Introduction to Stochastic Processes

2. Cox, D. R. (1962). Renewal Theory, Methuen & Co.

3. Doob, J. L. Stochastic Processes.

4. Feller, W. ( l99l ). An Introducrion to Probability Theory and Applications, John Wiley

5 Bhat, U. N. (2002). Elements of Applied Stochastic Processes,3rd edition,Wiley

Interscience

6. Gross, D. and Harris, C. M. (1985). Fu,damertals of eueuei,g Theory,2nd Edition, John

Wiley and Sons,New York.

7. Klcinrock, L. (1976). Queueing Systems,Vol. I & 2,Wiley-Interscience.
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N'ISSTA02C07 - Estimation Theorl (4 Crcdits)

Course Outconres:

CO l: Understand the difference betrveen Classical and Bayesian inference.

C0 2: Undcrstand the basics ofpoint and inten al estimation.

C0 3: Undersrand diflerent methods of estirnation - MME. MLE. Minimum and

modified minirnum chi-square and method of least squares.

CO 4: Understand consistency, sufficiency, unbiasedness, CAN and BAN estimators.

CO 5: Quantify information in statistic using Fisher Infomration.

CO 6: Design basic elements ofBayesian inference and calculate Bayes eslimators of

parameters of standard distributions.

Unit l:The problern ofpoint eslimation, desirable properties ofan estimator - unbiasedness,

consistency, efficiency and sufficiency. Fisher - Neyrnan factorization theorem, minimal

sufficiency, completeness. exponential families, ancillary statistics, Basu's theorem.

(21 marks)

Unit 2: Methods of estimation - methods of moments, method of maximum likelihood and

their properlies, minimum chi-square, modified minimum chi-square, method ofleast squares,

method of minimum variance. Comparison of the methods and their characteristics.

(24 marks)

Unit 3: Minimum Variance Bound Estimator (M. V. B. E)- Cramer - Rao bound,

Distributions admitting M. V. B cstirnators. Fisher's infonnation measure in a random sample

and statistics. Minimunr Variance Unbiased Estimator (M. V. U. E) - Rao- Blackwell

tlleorem, comparison of M. V. B. E and M. V. U. E,U. M. V. U. E and their characterisation,

Lchmann- Scheffc thcorem, CAN and BAN cstimators ( Definition only). (24 n:arks)
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Unit 4: Interval Estimation - Confidence interval, shortest confidence and unbiased

confidence intervals, confidence intervals for large samples. Basics of Bayesian estimation:

Loss and risk functions, prior and posterior distributions, minimax estimators, Bayes theore,

Bayes risk, Bayes principle, Bayes estimators. (24 marks)

Books for study

I . Rohatgi.V. K. ( I 976). An Introduction to probabiliry Theory and Mathematical

Statistics, John Wiley & Sons.

2. Lehmann, E. (1983). Theory of Point Estimarion, John Wiley, New york.

Books for Reference

l. Berger, J. o. (2013). Statistical decision theory and Bayesian a,arysis. Springer Science &
Business Media.

2. Casella. G. , & Berger.R. L. (2021). Statistical int-erence. Cengage Learning.

3. Deslunukh S. R. and Kulka'ri M. G. (2021). Asymprotic Statistical l,ference - A Basic

Course Using R.Springer..

4. Kale B. K. and Muralidharzn ( 2015): parametric rnferencc, An Intr.od.ction, Arpha

Sciencc International Limitcd.

5. Kendall,W. G. & Sruart,A. (1977). The Advanced Theory of Statistics,Vol. 2.

6. Mukhopadhyay,P- (2006). Marlremarical sraristics. Books and AIied (p) Ltd. , Kolkatta.

7. Rao, C. R(2003). Linear Statistical Inference and its Applications, John Wley& Sons

8. Sri'astava' M. K. .Klran, A. H. ,& Srir,astava, N. (2014). Statistical Inr'ere,ce: Trreorv of
Estirnation. PHI Learning Pvr. Ltd.

9. Mood, A. M and Graybill, F. A. (2009). Introduction ro the theory of Statistics, Tata Mc

Graw Hill.

10. Kllc. Ii. K. (20(.)5). A I-irst Cou'se on p;rranretr-ic hrf'erencc, l.tl edition. Nar.sa
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MSSTA02CO8-Regression Methods (4 Credits )

Course Outcomes:

COI: Understand the least square estimation and its ptoperties and able to develop regression

models.

CO2: Student will able to do the test on significance ofthe model and goodness offit.

CO3: Understand the violation ofregression assumptions, diagnosis and remedies.

C04:Understand various regression models including logistic rcgression

models and simultaneous equation models.

Unit l: Least square estimation- properties of least square estimates- unbiased estimation of

o2- distribution theory- maxirnum likelihood estimation- estimation with linear restriction-

design matrix of less than lull rank- generalized least square.

(24 marks)

Unit 2: Hypothesis testing; likelihood ratio test- F test- multiple correlation coefficient-

confidence intervals and regions. Simultaneous interval estimation- confidence bands for the

regression surface- prediction intervals and band for the response'

(24 marks)

Unit 3: Bias- incolecr variance matrix- effect of outliers- diagnosis and remedies: residuals

and hat matrix diagonals- non constant variance and Serial correlations- departures from

normatity- detecting and dealing with outliers- diagnosing collinearity, ridgc rcgression and

principal compollent regression.

(24 marks)
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Unit 4: The straight line- weighted least square for the straight line- poll,nomials in one

variable. Generalized linear nrodel, Logistic regression, Poisson regression (concept only),

Variable selection criteria. (24 marks)

Books for Study:

I . Draper, N. R and Smith, H(1988). Applied Regression Analysis,3rd edition. John Witey &

Sons Inc, Ncw York.

2. Seber,G. A. F. and Lee,A. J(2003). Linear Regression Analysis,2nd edition,Wiley

Intersciences, Nerv Jersey.

Books for Reference:

l. Abraham,B and Ledolter,J(2O05). Introduction to Regression Modeling,Duxbury press

2. Montgomery,D. C,Peck,F. A and Vining,G(2003). Introduction to Linear Regression

Analysis,3rd edition,John Wiley and Sons,New York.

3. Rao,C. R(2002). Linear Statisrical Inference and its Applications,Jolrn Wiley &

Sons,New York.

4. Searls.S. R ( 1997). Linear Models,Wiley,Paper back edition,Wiley lntersciences,New

Jersey.

5. Sengupta,D and Jammalamadaka,S. R((2003). Linear Models: An Integrated Approach,

World Scientific
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l\'ISSTA02C09-Design and .{nalysis of Experiments (4 Credits)

Course 0utcomes:

CO 1: Understand ANOVA for one way and two-way classification.

CO 2: Understand the layout and analysis ofstandard designs and compare them.

CO 3: Identii/ the effects of different factors and their interactions and analyse

factorial experiments.

CO 4: Construct complete and partially confounded factorial designs and perform

their analysis.

C0 5: Understand the concept offractional replication.

CO 6: Design and analyse incomplete block designs, split plot and strip plot designs.

CO 7: Understand the concepts of orthogonality, connectedness and also to understand

ANCOVA in RBD and LSD.

Unitl : Linear estimation, Review of Gauss- Markoffsetup, Gauss-Markoff theorcm,

Principles of experimentation, uniformity of trials. One way and two way classification

models. Standard designs - CRD, RBD, LSD and Graeco Latin Square Design. Comparison of

designs. Construction of orthogonal LSD, rnissing plot analysis in RBD and LSD.

(24 marks)

Unit2: Factorial experiments- 2" and 3" experiments, total and partial confounding in

syrnrnetrical factorial designs. Concept oflractional replication. (24 marks)

Unit 3: Split plot and strip plot designs, BIBD and PBIBD with only two associate classes,

intla and intcl block analysis of BIBD. Missing plot analysis in BIBD. (24 marks)



Unit4: Connectedness and orthogonality of designs. ANCOVA in RBD and LSD. Mixed plot

analysis. Optimality criteria for experimental design , estimation ofresidual effects.

(2 I marks)

Books for Study

l. Das, M. N & Giri, N. C. (2002). Design and Analysis of Experiments, 2nd edition,

New Age.Intemational Pvt. Ltd. , New Delhi.

2. Douglas, G. Montgomery. (1976). Design and Analysis of Experirnents, John Wiley &

Sons.

Books for Reference

l. Joshi, D. D. (1987). Linear estimation and Design of experiments, Wiley Eastern Ltd.

2. Cochran, W. G & Cox, G. M. (1957). Experimental Designs, Wiley International.

3. Federer, W. T. (1963). Experimental Design-Theory & Applications.

4. Giri, N. Analysis of variance.

5. Henry Shcffe. (1999). The Analysis ofvariance, Wiley Interscience.

6. Parimal Mukopadhyaya. Apptied Statistics.

MSSTAO2CI0 - Data Analytics using R _ II (practicat)

The practical is based on the following core courses in the second semester:

Practical is to be do,e using computer. The question paper for the external examination will

be set by the external examiners in consurtation with the chaiman. The practicar will be

valued on the saure day the examination is carrietl out and tlre urark sheet will be given to the

chairman on the same day.

+* **++ **,f *** * ** *tr<*
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